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In testing strength of' materials by: force ap 
plied at an intermediate- point to a: test piece or 
bar resting on two spacedknife edge supports~,.the 
apparatus now commonly in use is of the; “im 
pact” form and the “shock-loading” form; In 
the “impact” type of apparatus, a high force is 
applied instantaneously, and'the energy required 
to break the sample is determined; or this in 
stantaneous force is- increased and successively 
applied until the test piece is broken. In the 
“shock-loading” type, weights are. applied; be 
ing added in succession until the load breaks the 
sample. In both of these, the characteristic is 
that there is not a constant rate of application 
of pressure, nor a constant-rate test of deforms 
ability. Materials for some usages, and some 
kinds of materials could be more satisfactorily 
tested if the deformation» undergone were at-a 
constant rate. In thepresent invention, a con 
stant drive rate is applied to the testv sample, and‘ 
it becomes possible to determine deformability 
under high constant rate of‘ deformation appli 
tion, as well as to determine breakage behavior 
or" materials generally; Other objects and advan 
tages will appear from the- following descrip 
tion. 
To the accomplishment of they foregoing and 

related ends, said- invention then comprises the 
features hereinafter ‘fully ‘described’ and particu 
larly pointed out in the'claims, the following de~ 
scription and the annexed‘drawing- setting‘forth 
in detail certain illustrative embodiments of the 
invention, these being indicative, however; of" but 
a few of the various ways» in which the~princip1e 
of the invention may be employed. 

In said annexed drawing, the sole ?gurei is a 
side elevational, partly schematic showing of ap 
paratus in accordance with‘ the invention. 
The sample or piece to be-testedv is supported 

on knife-edge-type spaced supports, and“ an‘ op- ‘ 
posed intermediate edge is forced against the 
piece at a constant high rate of’ speed‘; As il 
lustrated in the drawing, the test- piece ‘I’ is sup 
ported on edges '2, 3, and an opposed edge 4- at 
an intermediate point is forced-against the test 
piece by high speedconstant rate-means. In‘ the 
illustration, this is shown as ‘a hydraulic cylinder 
5 and piston 6 supplied‘ with" a pressure ?uid, 
for instance oil, from a reservoir 7 by-a constant 
drive pump 8. The supply line 9'to the cylinder ' 
proceeds through a selector valve Ill, which when 
turned one way ports the flow oi'oil through‘ the 
pipe II to the cylinder‘beneaththe-piston“ and 
at the same time ports‘ an exhaust through pipe 
I 21 and‘ pipe I 311 f i'om- the-otherend -’ of the‘ cylinder " 
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back‘, to the reservoir; and, vice versa, when: the 
selector valve is turned the other way, it ports 
the flow of oil through pipe I2 to the cylinder 
abovelthe pistonv and at the same time ports oil 
back, from beneath the piston through pipe I I and 
pipe I3 to the reservoir. Additionally, a relief 
valve I5 is provided in theipipe 9, this being of 
the well known type which, set to a predeter 
mined pressure, will‘ allow return of oil from the 
cylinder through pipe I‘! back to the reservoir. 
Thus, with the selector valve I0 set tofeed pres 
sure fluidv into the cylinder below the piston, the 
piston is raised to the‘ top, while fluid thereabove 
is exhausted back to the reservoir 1, and then 
when the piston is in its uppermost position, the 
mounting pressure will" exceed the set-point for 
the relief'valve I5, which then diverts the surplus 
?uid'rback‘ to the reservoirthrough pipe I'I, main 
taining the piston in-position. 
The lower end of the piston rod 20 has secured 

toit, asby a nut 2|, an elliptical flat band ‘spring 
22,‘ and opposite to the end of the piston, the edge 
member 4 is similarly secured to the band, as by 
anut 23. The nuts 2! and 23 engage the respec 
tive portions of elements ‘20 and 4 which pass 
through’ holes in the- spring band. Interposed 
between the end of the piston and the edge mem 
her‘ 4 is a coil spring or booster spring 25, which 
normally holds the edge member and piston end 
and elliptical spring in predetermined relation 
ship, but which on application of pressure to the 
piston allows a slight compression of the ellipti 
cal band 22; To indicate the force or stress ap— 
plied, the elliptical spring 22 is provided with 
strain gauges 21-, 28, these being of any suitable 
or knownv commercial form whose resistance 
varies with the suriacedeformation of the ob 
ject to which they are attached, e. g. ‘the Baldwin 
Locomotive Company strain gauge. They are in 
electric circuits with a dual Wheatstone bridge 
and‘ voltage ampli?ers which operate suitable in 
dicating-means. Conveniently this may be an os 
cillograph to givea-permanent record of the test. 
Engaging a collar is on the piston rod 20, and 
movable therewith is the end of a flat spring 3|, 
whose other end is anchored at a ?xed point, 
such as» post 32 by» a nut 33; This spring also 
carries strain gauges 34 above and below, vand 
these are'in circuit with the dual Wheatstone 
bridge and ampli?ers and dual indicator or os 
cillograph. This arrangement measures the 
amount of motion of‘ the movable edge member. 
.The- characteristics of the instrumentation are 
such‘ as to‘ give: instantaneous‘ and continuous 
stressestra-m. relationships. Thus, the applica 
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tion of dimensional data allows a calculation of 
moduli of elasticity and rupture as well as ulti 
mate deformability. 
The electrical circuits shown-in the apparatus 

diagram consist of two entirely independent elec 
trical channels, each starting with a Wheatstone 
bridge containing strain gauges and ending in a 
recording pen of an oscillograph. In the top cir 
cuit, two 1,000 ohm resistance wire strain gauges 
34 are placed in two arms of the Wheatstone 
bridge in such a manner that any in?uence which 
a?‘ects both gauges alike produces no unbalance 
of the bridge, while opposite in?uences, such as 
compression of one and tension of the other, pro 
duce twice the unbalance which would be caused 
if a single gauge were used. The use of these 
gauges as sensing elements is such that the quan 
tity being measured always in?uences the two 
gauges oppositely while changes such as temper 
ature affect both gauges alike and cause no out 
put. Variable resistors 35 and 36 are coarse and 
?ne bridge balancing controls, while the switch 
31 allows the operator to choose one of the three 
unity-ratio arms 38 such that the bridge will have 
maximum sensitivity. (Maximum sensitivity 
occurs when all four arms of a bridge have equal 
resistance.) Switch 40 and resistor 39 allow the 
introduction of a small, reproducible unbalance 
into the bridge for calibrating purposes. The bat 
tery 41 supplies a direct current voltage to the 
bridge, and this supply voltage is regulated in 
steps by switch 42 and continuously over the 
range between steps by the variable resistor 43. 
Switch 44 permits the galvanometer 4'! to be 
switched into one or the other bridge circuits to 
aid in balancing or to disconnect the galva 
nometer entirely. Switch 45 and resistor 46 pro 
vide a shunt for the galvanometer so that its sen 
sitivity may be reduced. The output of the bridge 
is fed to a direct current ampli?er 48,-the output 
.of which is fed to ink-pen oscillograph channel 
49 of a dual channel oscillograph 5D. The sensi 
tivity and calibration of this entire circuit is con— 
trolled by the supply voltage and the ampli?er 
gain. In practice, the system is calibrated static 
ally by using a known input to the gauges and 
recording the de?ection of the oscillograph pen. 
At the same time, the deflection caused by oper 
ating switch 40 is recorded. At any subsequent 
time the system can be re-calibrated by adjust 
ing the supply voltage and ampli?er gain so 
that the previously recorded de?ection of the os— 
cillograph pen is obtained when switch 40 is oper 
ated. 
The lower circuit operates in exactly the same 

manner as the upper with the exception of the 
way in which the strain gauges are used. In this 
case, it was not possible to obtain two opposite 
forms of the quantity to be measured, so only one 
arm of the bridge contains an “active” gauge. 
However, a “dummy” gauge is used for the other 
arm. A “dummy” gauge is one which is subjected 
to as many extraneous in?uences affecting the 
active gauge as is possible (such as temperature, 
humidity, etc.) , so that these in?uences will still 
tend to cancel in the bridge circuit. 

In making a test, the pump 8 is started, this 
forcing a constant rate of flow of oil in the line 
9. The selector valve Ill being set to divert the 
fluid through pipe I l, the piston is raised. Then, 
the test piece T is positioned on the support edges 
2, 3. Such piece may be of dimensions suitable 
for the character of the material tested,‘and by 
adhering to dimensions standardized for each 

‘ general kind of material, comparative results are 
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4 
obtained. The piston 6 having reached the top of 
the cylinder, the building pressure opens the 
relief valve l5 and the excess ?uid re-circulates 
through pipe I‘! back to the reservoir 1. By now 
turning the selector valve ID to feed the pressure 
fluid through pipe [2 to the top of the cylinder 
the piston 6 is forced down, and at the same time 
the fluid from below the piston is exhausted 
through pipes H and I3 back to the reservoir 1. 
As the knife edge 4 strikes the test piece, the 
springs 25 and 22 slightly compress, and the strain 
gauges 21, 28 indicate the force applied, and the 
strain gauges 34 indicate the distance travelled 
by the piston. Rates of deformation appropriate 
to the materials will of course be employed, the 
rate being determined by the speed of the pump 
drive. In each instance, the displacement of the 
sample, and of the hydraulic piston, is propor 
tional to the ?exing of the ?at spring 31. This 
?exing is then translated into change of resist 
ance of the two attached strain gauges, and from 
there, by the instrumentation to the oscillograph 
deflections. The force applied to the sample is 
measured by the change in resistance of the strain 
gauges attached to the elliptical spring loop. 
The working range is determined by the char 
acteristics of the intermediate spring 25. Springs 
of suitable moduli may be substituted for any de 
sired working range of deformability. As the test 
occurs in such a short fraction of a second, tem 
perature control housing is unnecessary. Some 
materials may be ?rst adjusted to temperature 
desired and then be placed in the testing appara 
tus. For instance, some materials may be pre 
liminarily refrigerated. Others may be tested at 
ordinary temperature. 
An essentially straight line relationship exists 

between thickness of the sample and deformation. 
Deformability results can thus be reported as per 
cent of sample thickness. 

Other modes of applying the principle of the 
invention may be employed, change being made 
as regards the details described, provided the 
features stated in any of the following claims or 
the equivalent of such be employed. 
We therefore particularly point out and dis 

tinctly claim as our invention: 
1. In testing apparatus having spaced support 

ing edges to support a piece to be tested and a 
movable opposed edge member to apply force at 
a point intermediate said spaced edges and an 
element movable through a range equal to the 
movement of the piece tested and electric trans 
lating and viewing means; the combination of a 
constant drive pump, a reservoir supplying the 
pump with ?uid, a piston and piston rod operated 
by ?uid from said pump, an elliptical spring 
forming the sole means hold-ing said movable 
opposed edge member to the end of said piston 
rod, a collar on the piston rod to move therewith, 
a ?at spring having one end engaging in said 
collar, 2. ?xed anchorage to hold the other end 
of said ?at spring, strain gauge resistances on 
said elliptical spring, strain gauge resistances on 
said ?at spring, circuits including the respective 
resistances, and a pair of indicating means one 
operated by the circuit from the elliptical spring 
and the other operated by the circuit from the 
.?at spring. 

2. In testing apparatus having spaced support 
ing edges to support a piece to be tested and a 
movable opposed edge member to apply force at 
a point intermediate said spaced edges and an 
element movable through a range equal to the 
movement of the piece tested, and electric trans 
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later and viewing means; the combination of 
constant speed force applying means having a 
rod, an elliptical spring forming the sole means 
holding said movable opposed edge member to 
an end of said rod, a collar on said rod to move 
therewith, a flat spring having one end engag 
ing said collar, a ?xed anchorage to hold the 
other end of said flat spring, distortion-affected 
resistances on said elliptical spring, distortion 
affected resistances on said ?at spring, circuits 
including the respective resistances, and a pair 
of indicating means one operated by the circuit 
from the elliptical spring and the other operated 
by the circuit from the flat spring. 

3. In testing apparatus having spaced support 
ing edges to support a piece to be tested and a 
movable opposed edge member to apply force at 
a point intermediate said spaced edges and an 
element movable through a range equal to the 
movement of the piece tested and electric trans 
lating viewing means; the combination of a con 
stant speed force applying means having a rod, 
an elliptical spring forming the sole means hold 
ing said movable opposed edge member to the 
end of said rod, a flat spring having one end 
anchored and the other movable with the con 
stant speed force applying rod, an electric cir 
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cuit controlled by said elliptical spring translat 
ing its movement into terms of force, an electric 
circuit controlled by said ?at spring translating 
its movement into space-traversing terms, and 
a pair of indicators each controlled by one of 
said circuits. 
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